
DevOps -
Powering CIOs in 
Developing a 
Digital Transformation Plan



Increase The Rate Of 
Digital Change And Innovation

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION WINNER

66% of business IT specialists felt digital technology advancements 
influence corporate strategy.1

Digital transformation will continue to be a top priority for all 
CIOs. Success is determined by how quickly you can provide 
better, more personalized client experiences, new software-based 
products and services, and improved processes.

The pattern for digital transformation may vary from one firm to 
another, but they have one underlying dependency: they all 
require an agile, innovative, and rapidly moving IT organization. 
CIOs must promote business-driven IT changes from IT, DevOps, 
and data warehousing to multicloud, and AI or risk becoming 
irrelevant and obsolete.

Shrewd CIOs go even farther, seizing the opportunity to lead both 
the business and IT through transformation. The payoffs are 
substantial, both for the business and for the IT business. So how 
do you get there in this new world of applications and data?

BREAK THROUGH BARRIERS AND FORM PARTNERSHIPS
67% of DevOps users have enhanced cross-departmental 
collaboration.2

DevOps reorganizes the way IT operates. Formerly isolated             
functions - application development, testing and QA, and IT 
operations - no longer throw work over the wall with little regard 
for the next stage in the process of delivering an app to                         
production. Developers, testers, platform architects, and system 
administrators, now operate in small teams with end-to-end 
responsibilities from concept to production.



YOUR CUSTOMERS HAVE A NEED FOR SPEED. 
DevOps DELIVERS IT. TRADITIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
METHODS DONT
DevOps reduced time to market for 62% of organizations polled.3

Although DevOps programmers may be concerned with the               
continuous delivery of applications, features, and functionalities; CIOs 
and business executives are concerned with the continuous delivery 
of commercial value. Because client expectations are always                    
changing and agile competitors are eager to take your position, the 
issue remains-how long will it take to deliver successful outcomes ?

Traditional software development answers and solutions are often 
measured in months. A couple of hours is the new standard for a 
DevOps crew. Big Internet companies and SaaS providers have 
established a high standard by releasing hundreds of code updates 
every day, keeping consumers interested and loyal with a constant 
release of new features. Single or double-digit releases on a weekly or 
daily basis indicate IT companies’ success by making the deliberate 
shift to DevOps.

While ‘speed’ is universally recognized as a vital success element for 
digital transformation and competition survival, the DevOps strategy 
is predisposed to create faster delivery, greater quality, faster repairs, 
and cheaper costs.

SPEED ALSO MEANS FASTER TIME TO MARKET
The customer experience is the focus of 69% of transformational 
projects.4

High-performing businesses are 3 times more likely to be first to 
market with disruptive new products and services. But, for most 
businesses, nurturing ideas and building their own implementations 
are multiyear endeavors that become bogged down in                         
organizational silos.

CIOs with DevOps shops may help businesses become more          
comfortable with risk and innovation by incorporating the DevOps 
culture of trying out frequently, failing/learning quickly, and                 
recovering quickly into the business planning process. When a 
concept can be brought to market in weeks rather than years, the 
investment made, and risks seem significantly less intimidating.



DevOps TEAMS MUST BE PREPARED FOR SUCCESS

1.5x How likely are high-performing engineers to have 
simple-to-use tools?5

Although speed to market and customer satisfaction are key 
indicators of return on investment (ROI) in DevOps, getting there 
is all about making people more productive. CIOs who look to 
take DevOps from the experimental to the implementation stage 
must invest in new skills and tools.
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